# Use SSL in gravatar pictures

**Start date:** 04/01/2016  
**Priority:** Normal  
**Assignee:** Yannick Warnier  
**Category:** Global / Others / Misc  
**Target version:** 1.10.4  
**Complexity:** Normal

## Description

Hi,
I would like to change the gravatar url to use SSL.  
Gravatar on the site:  
At the end it says to change the url:  
Per:  
[https://secure.gravatar.com/ ...](https://secure.gravatar.com/)

## History

### #1 - 04/01/2016 23:08 - Yannick Warnier
- Subject changed from Use SSL in gravatá pictures to Use SSL in gravatar pictures  
- Category set to Global / Others / Misc  
- Status changed from New to Needs testing  
- Assignee set to Tomas Rodrigues  
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Hi Marcelo,

Great, I had realized that issue but had not found the information about changing the gravatar URL yet!

This should be fixed with [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/fc699728718be6da357d5027909f6b8034ce478a](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/fc699728718be6da357d5027909f6b8034ce478a)

### #2 - 05/01/2016 01:08 - Tomas Rodrigues

Hello.  
I made the changes. Now this gravatar using SSL.  
Thank you so much.

### #3 - 05/01/2016 10:00 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved  
- Assignee changed from Tomas Rodrigues to Yannick Warnier  
- % Done changed from 80 to 100